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Abstract. Effective opportunistic search in visual interfaces for large
information collections, such as documents, web pages, and annotated
images, often requires domain knowledge that the information seeker
does not have. Relevant semantic information, such as metadata and
especially ontologies, are valuable resources for helping the user learn
this domain knowledge. In this paper we describe an interactive “focus
+ context” visualization technique for integrating this semantic infor-
mation into the representation of the information collection to support
effective opportunistic search. We have implemented a prototype using
these techniques that integrates WordNet, a general lexical ontology, and
a large collection of professionally annotated images. As the user explores
the collection, the prototype dynamically changes the visual emphasis
and detail of the images and keywords to reflect the relevant semantic
relationships. This interaction allows the user to rapidly learn and use
the domain knowledge required for effective opportunistic search.

1 Introduction

Exploring a large, unfamiliar collection of information using queries is like or-
dering at an exotic restaurant without the benefit of a menu. It is very difficult
to access or discover the rich selection just outside our limited vocabulary and
knowledge, or to develop a coherent model of the global structure. Visual infor-
mation retrieval interfaces (VIRIs) aid in the exploration task by representing
the collection and its structure, as well as maintaining the users history of queries
and results.

We are investigating how to extend VIRIs to more directly support the vari-
ety of strategies that people use for opportunistic search. Many of these strategies
require access to domain knowledge that is not modeled in the interface. Our
approach is to integrate semantic information, such as ontologies, into the in-
terface to enable them to explore the information collection at a semantic level.
In this paper we describe opportunistic search in greater detail, and discuss the



design of visual interfaces for supporting opportunistic search, especially “fo-
cus + context” techniques. We then give an overview of a prototype we have
developed for exploring a large annotated image collection using the semantic
concepts modeled in WordNet.

2 Opportunistic Search

Unlike the single-shot query where a person knows exactly what they are looking
for, opportunistic search is more like research. The “information seeker” must
learn a set of new concepts and relationships so they can efficiently navigate in
an unfamiliar conceptual space, and evaluate the relevance of the information
they find. Bates described this process as “berry-picking” because the query is
satisfied by the information gathered along the search process (such as references,
influential authors, and well-respected resources), rather than a single set of
results (Fig. 1 shows an example)[1] .
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Fig. 1. Opportunistic search is a process of queries and exploration that is dependent
on both the information encountered as well as the search strategies used

Bates [2] identified four general types of search tactics that “experts” use to
find information:

– monitoring tactics, which manage the overall search process (e.g., record
promising search paths that have not yet been explored);

– file structure tactics, which are techniques for effectively navigating through
different information structures (e.g., reviewing all options before commit-
ting);

– search formulation tactics, which guide the design of the query (e.g., expand
a query by adding synonyms); and

– term tactics, which guide the choice of words used in a query (e.g., refine a
query by selecting a more general or more specific term).



Bates remarks that most interfaces for information retrieval do not directly sup-
port these higher-level strategies [3]. Recent advances in VIRIs lay the founda-
tions for enabling these tactics. For example, Furnas’ desiderata for the design
of VIRIs [4] suggests visual reification of the “conceptual” aspects of search,
such as history, and that information should always make its internal structure
accessible for exploration. A VIRI enabled with these properties would facilitate
the monitoring and file structure tactics mentioned above.

However, a significant obstacle that remains is that many of these tactics
require access to domain knowledge that is not available in the interface. For
example, to apply search formulation and term tactics the user must know the
existence of more general, more specific, or related terms (i.e., the type of knowl-
edge increasingly accessible in metadata and ontologies). Our approach to solv-
ing this problem is to integrate this semantic information directly into both the
visual and interactive aspects of the interface to facilitate these strategies for
opportunistic search.

3 Semantic Visualization and Interaction Techniques

A general problem in visual representations of large collections of information
is managing the amount of information that is visible at any given time. Fish-
eye view visualization techniques, also known as focus + context techniques,
are a well-known approach to solving this problem by maintaining a balance be-
tween local detail and global structure. We have identified four important general
properties that a VIRI should have to support opportunistic search using these
techniques [5]:

– Focus + context : The balance between the local detail around the users focus
and its context in the global structure must allow the user to perceive poten-
tial directions for future search. The focus may be a wide variety of objects
in the interface: a query, a set of results, an object or one of its attributes,
or perhaps an entire collection of objects. The context is the relationship
between the focus and the rest of the information in the collection.

– Dynamic selection of focus + context : The user must be able to easily shift
both their focus and context to explore different search strategies, (for ex-
ample, across different domains, levels of granularity, or collections).

– Multiple foci and multiple contexts: Opportunistic search is multi-directional.
The user must be able to compare the results of different foci and contexts
to detect patterns.

– Flexible modeling of semantics: As a user explores an information collection,
they will gather “interesting” information with undefined or incomplete se-
mantics. The user must be able to externalize their understanding of the
information they encounter during the search process in a “light-weight”
way.

Our prototype, described in Sect. 4, is being developed to examine the interaction
of these properties in opportunistic search.



3.1 Semantic Fisheye Views

Furnas originally defined fisheye views with the following equation [6]:

DOI(x|fp = y) = API(x)− dist(x, y). (1)

The Degree of Interest (DOI ) of each object, x, given a focus, fp, is the dif-
ference between the a priori importance (API) of x, and the distance between x
and the focus. The visual representation of each object is modified interactively
to reflect DOI. For example, Furnas implemented a fisheye view using the hier-
archy of a structured programming language where API was the distance from
the root, and dist was the path distance between nodes. As the user navigated
through the code, lines of code with a DOI below a certain threshold were fil-
tered resulting in a very compact display that balanced local detail and global
context. However, equation 1 is general and has been redefined in many different
data structures such as tables and graphs [7], [8].

In graphical fisheye views, the API and dist are defined spatially within the
view or structurally within the model that is being visualized. In the case of
opportunistic search, where there are potentially many different types of interre-
lated data collections, metadata and ontologies, there are also potentially many
different types of distance metrics. Therefore, we have generalized equation 1 to
include the possibility of balancing multiple weighted distance metrics as shown
in equation 2 [9]. This equation adds a weight, w, to each distance function to
allow a user to simultaneously explore multiple notions of relevance. Semantic
fisheye views are based on this framework, with one or more distances defined
semantically (e.g., within a related semantic model, such as an ontology), rather
than spatially or structurally.

DOIcontext(x|fp = y) = f(API(x), wi, disti(x, y)) . (2)

Once DOI is calculated, the visual representation is modified using one or
more emphasis algorithms to allow the user to perceive the relative DOI of
objects. For example, the size, color, grayscale, or level of detail may be modified,
or information below a certain threshold may be filtered. In the next section we
describe our prototype based on these techniques.

4 A Prototype for Exploring an Annotated Image
Collection

We have implemented a VIRI prototype using semantic fisheye views to support
opportunistic search in a very large collection of annotated images. Similar to
NaviQue [4], the interface allows the user to search for images by defining a
query or by browsing the images and their related keywords in a 2D space. The
environment shows a history of previous searches and allows the user to gather
interesting images and keywords.

Unlike NaviQue and other VIRIs, however, the prototype uses a related se-
mantic model to support opportunistic search in two different ways. First, as the



user explores the collection the semantic fisheye view visually emphasizes key-
words and images that are semantically related to the current focus. This serves
as an explanation of the vocabulary of the collection, as well as a suggestion of
potential directions for search that are more general, more specific, or similar to
the current focus. Second, the semantic model aids in query disambiguation and,
more importantly, query expansion to include related concepts that will return
images in the semantic neighborhood of the original query.

In the following sections we introduce the functionality of the prototype with
a scenario, describe how the prototype uses a semantic model and interactive vi-
sualization to support the search formulation and term tactics identified earlier,
and a brief discussion of the architecture.

4.1 Searching with Semantics: A Scenario

A mother and daughter are looking for images of horses to use in a scrapbook
they are making. They begin the search by typing in ”horses”, and over 500
images fill the space as shown on the top left of Fig. 2. Although it is easy to
zoom in on any group of images, there are too many images and they decide
to search for a specific kind of horse. Typing in “Arabian horses” they find the
two images shown in the upper right figure. Placing the mouse over one of the
images shows different words associated with the image, and placing the mouse
over one of the words shows the related images as well as related concepts. When
they place the mouse over “Arabian horses”, as shown in the bottom left figure,
they see the related concepts “Knights”, “Bay”, “Wild horses” and “Pintos”.
The daughter wonders what a Pinto is, and placing the mouse over the word
she immediately sees images of Pinto horses and decides to include one in her
scrapbook. Continuing in this way, they can find other types of horses or concepts
they are unfamiliar with or hadn’t considered.

In this scenario, the prototype supports opportunistic search by transparently
suggesting new directions for their search. Like most VIRIs, the layout places
related objects next to each other. The semantic fisheye view builds on this by
emphasizing objects that are semantically related but not necessarily visually
adjacent. The semantic relationships used in the scenario are the term tactics
Bates identified [2]:

– SUPER: To move upward hierarchically to a broader term
– SUB: To move downward hierarchically to a more specific term
– RELATE (SIBLING): To move sideways hierarchically to a coordinate term

In the context of the semantic model we use in our prototype, WordNet, these
tactics are transitions from a concept to neighboring concepts, as shown in Fig. 3.

We use a variety of visual emphasis techniques for displaying DOI dependant
on the type of focus and the distance metrics used to define the context. Table
1 shows several examples of focus, context and emphasis techniques for Images
(I ), Keywords (K ), and Concepts (C ).



Fig. 2. An example session of browsing the semantic relationships between images

Table 1. Focus, Context, and Emphasis Techniques

Focus Context Emphasis

I I → K∗ : term order font size, background shading, edge grayscale
K K → I∗ : cosine similarity measure image size, edge grayscale
C C → K∗ : semantic path distance font size, background shading



< "horse", "equus" >

< "equine", "equid" >

< "bay" >

< "chestnut" >

< "workhorse" >

< "Equidae", "family Equidae" >

< "belly" >

< "coat" >

< "withers" >

< "ass" >

< "mule" >

< "zebra" >
SUB_PART

SUB_KIND

SUB_MEMBER

SIBLING

SUPER_KIND

SUPER_MEMBER

< "foal" >

Fig. 3. The SUPER, SUB, and SIBLING tactics using WordNet

4.2 The Corbis Image Collection

On the left of Fig. 4 is a model of our annotated image collection, a set of 56,000
images from the Corbis collection. The figure shows the caption and keywords
associated with an image of an Arabian horse. More formally, an image in the
Corbis collection, Ii , is represented by an ordered set of one or more keywords,
K∗

i , as shown in equation 3.

Ii → K∗
i = {k1, . . . , kn} . (3)

The images are professionally annotated with an average of over 20 keywords
per image describing the objects, actions, and thematic elements of the images.
Many of the annotations are hierarchical, meaning that an image of “Horses”
will often also include the keyword “Animals” to distinguish it from horses that
are not animals (such as “pommel horses”).

4.3 WordNet

WordNet is a large general ontology of the English language developed at Prince-
ton [10]. As shown on the right of Fig. 4, each concept in WordNet is represented
by a brief description and a synset, a set of synonymous words or lemmas. More
formally, a concept in WordNet, Cj , is represented by a set of one or more
synonymous lemmas, L∗

j , as shown in equation 4.

Cj → L∗
j = {l1, . . . , ln} . (4)



k1  : Heads
k2  : Arabian horses
k3  : Animals
k4  : Horses
k5  : Equus
k6  : Odd-toed ungulate
k7  : Hoofed mammals
k8  : Herbivores
k9  : Mammals
k10 : Vertebrates
k11 : Chordates
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Fig. 4. Models of the Corbis annotated image collection and the WordNet lexical on-
tology. The concepts in WordNet are organized into a network structure based on a
limited set of relationship types

The figure shows the description and lemmas associated with the “horse” type
of animal. WordNet is large: there are approximately 140,000 lemmas linked to
110,000 concepts (the same word may have multiple meanings). The concepts
are organized into a network using a limited set of semantic and lexical relation-
ships, such as the Is-A (hyponym/ hypernym) and Part-of (meronym/ holonym)
hierarchies for nouns.

4.4 Developing the Correspondence between Corbis and WordNet

In order to explore the image collection at a semantic level (e.g., browse the
conceptual relationships between images), we created a mapping between Cor-
bis and WordNet. In our current implementation, the correspondence is only a
lexical mapping between the keywords in Corbis (K) and the lemmas in Word-
Net (L). As shown in Fig. 5, we were able to achieve a correspondence between
K and L of over 90% for the 25% most frequent keywords using basic stemming
rules (e.g., removing plurals and hyphenated terms). This correspondence drops
to under 60% for the keywords that are only used once in the image collection.
The majority of these matches are exact, for example the keywords “Horses”
and “Horse” are both matched to the lemma “horse”. Inexact matches are those
compound keywords where each subcomponent is exactly matched. For exam-
ple, the keyword “four-wheeled carriage” is inexactly matched to the lemmas
“four-wheeled” and “carriage”.
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Fig. 5. The accuracy of the mapping between Corbis keywords and WordNet lemmas.
The x axis is an inverse function of the frequency a keyword appears in the image
collection. Keywords that appear most frequently have lower values on the x axis.
The intersection of the lines x=.725, y=25% shows that the 25% most frequently used
keywords are matched to lemmas with greater than 90% accuracy (75% exact and 15%
inexact)

4.5 Using WordNet to Expand Queries

The imprecise correspondence between Corbis and WordNet introduces multiple
levels of ambiguity when trying to search for images using concepts. In practice,
however, the user is able to rapidly choose the examples that are most relevant to
their search. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between finding images using keywords
and using concepts. Both queries begin from text that must be matched to a
keyword, T ⇒ K, or lemma, T ⇒ L (lexical disambiguation). To use concepts,
we must determine which sense of the lemma is correct, L ⇒ C (semantic disam-
biguation), then how to represent this concept in keywords, C ⇒ K (semantic
disambiguation).

Fortunately, many of the images are hierarchically annotated (presumably
with a tool like WordNet) to aid in semantic disambiguation. For example, Fig. 7
shows the overlap between the keywords associated with the image shown earlier
(on the left in bold) and the corresponding concept in the Is-A hierarchy for an
Arabian horse in WordNet (on the right in bold).

This semantic redundancy in the annotation enables a user to find images
when they search using general terms. However, hierarchical annotation by itself
does not provide a structure for exploring the collection. On the other hand,
using a general semantic model, the user would be able to navigate along the
relationships defined in the model, but not necessarily instantiated in the col-
lection. Our prototype uses both together, allowing the user transparent access
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Fig. 6. A comparison of searching for images by keyword and searching by concept.
Searching with concepts introduces the semantic ambiguity of selecting the correct
sense of the lemma, L ⇒ C, and lexical ambiguity because of the incomplete match
between lemmas and keywords, L ⇒ K

c1  :                     Arabian, Arab
c2  :                   saddle horse, ...
c3  :                 horse, Equus caballus
c4  :               equine, equid
c5  :             odd-toed ungulate, ...
c6  :           ungulate, hoofed animal
c7  :         placental, ...
c8  :       mammal
c9  :     vertebrate, ...
c10 :   chordate
c11 : animal, ...

WordNet
k1  : Heads
k2  : Arabian horses
k3  : Animals
k4  : Horses
k5  : Equus
k6  : Odd-toed ungulate
k7  : Hoofed mammals
k8  : Herbivores
k9  : Mammals
k10 : Vertebrates
k11 : Chordates

Corbis

Fig. 7. The correspondence between the hierarchical annotation in Corbis, and the
Is-A hierarchy in WordNet



to the structure of the model to navigate within the image collection. In the
following section we define more formally how we create a semantic fisheye view
using images, keywords and concepts.

4.6 Modeling “Focus + Context”

A semantic fisheye view is created by determining the degree of interest of each
object in a collection with respect to the users current focus, as described earlier
in equations 1 and 2. In our interface, we use the following general DOI equation:

DOIcontext(x|fp = y) = API(x)−
n∑

i=1

widisti(x, y) . (5)

The focus can be defined as a tuple composed of weighted vectors of keywords,
images, lemmas, concepts, and previous foci:

fi =< K∗
i , I∗i , L∗

i , C
∗
i , f∗

n<i > . (6)

In order to determine the distance between objects in different domains, we
project the focus into the domain of interest. In addition to the unambiguous
mappings from images to keywords, I → K∗ (equation 4), and concepts to
lemmas, C → L∗ (equation 5), we define the following additional ambiguous
transformations, where w is the probability of the match:

Li ⇒ C∗
i = {w1c1, . . . , wncn} . (7)

Li ⇒ K∗
i = {w1k1, . . . , wnkn} . (8)

Ki ⇒ L∗
i = {w1l1, . . . , wnln} . (9)

Ki ⇒ I∗i = {w1i1, . . . , wnin} . (10)

A fisheye view is created by determining the distance from the user’s focus
to the related objects in the collection using these equations. The probabilities
are then represented visually as described in Table 1, and shown in Fig. 2.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Opportunistic search, exploration and semantic discovery in large collections of
information can greatly benefit from interfaces that are able to integrate relevant
semantic models with interactive visualization. In this type of environment, a
perfect match between the collection and the semantic model is not necessary
for effective opportunistic search. A user of this type of environment is at the
early, exploratory phase of search where it is important to gain a broad overview
of the concepts and vocabulary of a collection.

We have presented a prototype environment for exploring an annotated image
collection based on semantic fisheye views. This prototype integrates WordNet
by deriving a mapping between the keywords used to annotate images and the



lemmas associated with WordNet concepts. The user is then able to search for
images based on the semantic relationships between concepts defined in Word-
Net. As the user changes their focus by navigating between images, keywords,
and concepts, the semantic fisheye view modifies the representation of the ob-
jects in the collection to reflect the users degree of interest. The visual emphasis
techniques reduce the complexity of the display, and the fluid interaction allows
the user to discover new domain concepts and relationships, and suggest future
directions for search.
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